NORTH HERTFORDSHIRE COLLEGE FURTHER
EDUCATION CORPORATION
Minutes of a meeting of the Corporation Board of North Hertfordshire College, held on
Monday 5 December in room C103, NHC, Hitchin.
PRESENT
Richard Alberg (Chair)
Lynne Ceeney (Vice-Chair)
Nick Chesher
Matt Hamnett (Principal/CEO)
Paul Holgate

Peter Johnston
Vernon McClure
Jeremy Newman
Ruth Orpwood

IN ATTENDANCE
Kit Davies (Deputy Principal, NHC)
Lucy Hann (Managing Director, Hart
Learning and Development)
Paul Harte (Group Finance Director)

Gary Phillips (Executive Director Quality
and Innovation)
Robert Dale (Clerk to the Corporation)

INTRODUCTORY
The Chairman had been delayed on his journey to Hitchin. In his absence, Lynne
Ceeney took the Chair. Nick Chesher was also delayed at an Airbus Board meeting.
The meeting was still quorate in their absence.
ITEM 1a: APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

Apologies for absence had been received from Jo Charles, Sam Coath and Rob
Irving.
ITEM 1b: DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST


None.

ITEM 1c: MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING

Minutes of the meeting held on 17 October 2016 were signed as an accurate
record of proceedings.
ITEM 1d: MATTERS ARISING/ACTIONS
Actions had been addressed or were on the agenda for this meeting.
ITEM 7: ANNUAL SAFEGUARDING REPORT
This report met regulatory obligations and gave members the chance to assess the
level of assurance available to it. Paul Holgate was the nominated lead Governor in
this area. The report confirmed that NHC was fully compliant. Points to note included
the training given to new deputy designated senior professionals (DDSPs) replacing
staff who had left, and work to enhance Prevent awareness and understanding,
including Emma Masters becoming trained as a WRAP trainer.

There had been an increase in mental health-related concerns and interventions,
something that the Association of Colleges had identified as a theme across the sector.
Statistics also showed that the number of interventions and students affected had risen
again compared with 2015. More complex situations were presenting more frequently
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reflected the levels of stress and anxiety experienced by students. Governors asked:
Question: What actions were being taken to support students affected by the recent
suicide attempts? Various types of support were provided including confidential
counselling and help through the Bridge programme. Indicators of risk (eg self-harm,
absence) were monitored and referrals to outside services made if required. The team
was confident that students needing the most help received the right interventions.
Question: What help was available to the staff engaged in this work? Access to
counselling was available through the County service and other networks.
Amendments would be made to the Safeguarding policy to address new guidance
about ‘honour’ crimes and FGM and brought back for approval in the New Year. The
Board accepted the Annual Safeguarding Report, and recorded their thanks to Emma
Masters and her team for providing such a comprehensive statement of the position.
Richard Alberg joined the meeting and took up the Chair.
ITEM 2: CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S UPDATE
The data return to SFA was due on 6 December and once submitted, forecasting
income would become more accurate.
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Work on Corporate Services was being undertaken thoroughly and quickly, and advice
on estates development would be sought externally in the New Year. The Area
Review was not currently expected to lead to radical recommendations for change in
the four Hertfordshire colleges.
Discussions about how to deal with Fit4Less, the subsidiary Gym business, had begun
with the franchisor. The terms offered were unattractive but might be the best
available; David Hitchen was continuing these negotiations.
Work to review the estate would be carried out by the new Head, with external support.
The working assumption was that more could be done with a smaller footprint. The
Board would be involved in thinking about an Estates strategy as this developed.
Nick Chesher joined the meeting.
ITEM 3: DRAFT REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2015/16
The draft Report and Financial Statements for 2015/16 had been reviewed by the Audit
Committee and were recommended for acceptance. The process for delivering the
document this year had been challenging and the Board thanked the Audit Committee
for its forbearance. The result was informative and read well; the Auditors were
satisfied with the overall position and the accounts were unqualified. Governors asked:
Question: How confident could the Board be about the figures presented? While there
were undoubtedly things to improve, as the internal auditors had identified, substantial

work had been undertaken by KPMG on the figures and a number of adjustments
(identified in the Management Letter reviewed by the Audit Committee) had been
made. Consequently, the validity of the data was not in question.
Question: Were there underlying causes for the difficulty in preparing the draft Report
and Accounts this year? Members noted the lack of continuity within the Finance
team; there had also been three Audit Chairs. The implementation of a new MI system
had not helped. As KPMG suggested, strengthening the Finance function would help
address the challenges experienced this year.
Question: How supportive would the bank be in respect of cashflow? Lloyds was
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supportive and complimentary
Governors noted that the financial statements
showed NHC moving from a substantial deficit in 2014/15 to a modest surplus in
2015/16 before the impact of the pension revaluation – something outside its control.
This was an extremely creditable performance.
Question: How were the Management Letter recommendations being tackled? The
first priority was strengthening the finance function; lack of qualified and experienced
staff contributed to the challenges faced to date, but there were a number of current
issues to be solved before a firm development plan and timetable was put forward. In
the short term, cashflow and treasury management needed attention, and improved
policies and procedures would be needed by the end of Q2 next year.
Question: What was the position in respect of VAT reporting? This was now properly
part of finance processes. Paul Harte would work with a VAT specialist in the New
Year to ensure NHC was best placed to reclaim VAT, should this be possible.
The Board agreed to adopt the draft Report and Financial Statements, which were
accordingly signed by the Chair and Accounting Officer.
ITEM 4: AUDIT COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT
This report supported the draft Report and Financial Statements, including the
judgment that the Control Risk environment was Satisfactory. Governors asked that a
regular financial summary report be provided, not only showing figures, but explaining
what they meant, would be extremely valuable for the non-specialists on the Board.
The Board agreed to accept the Annual Report from the Audit Committee.
Action: Paul Harte to develop a draft one or two page report to inform members about
the Group’s financial position.
ITEM 5: QUALITY IMPROVEMENT AND SELF-ASSESSMENT 2016/17
The expected Ofsted support and challenge visit had been deferred because of illness
at Ofsted, and a new date would be confirmed to members once it was known.
Work on this year’s SAR was almost complete, with some moderation of judgements
being finalised, including independent scrutiny. The overall judgment remained 3
(Requires Improvement) as at the inspection in June; after only 10 teaching weeks, any
other judgement would be hard to sustain. However, there were some clear indications
of improvement, with success rates from the summer up against the previous year, with
substantial progress made at Level 2. Attendance this term had been substantially
better, with attendance at Maths and English lessons up 22% compared with the same

period in 2015/16. Staff appointments had addressed gaps as far as possible, and
targeted curriculum improvements were in place. Governors asked:
Question: Why was the judgement of Traineeships low? Although there were strong
points, such as employment and destinations, results were not yet strong enough to
support a Good judgment. Outcomes in 2016/17 were likely to be better.
Question: How realistic was it to expect a self-assessment of Good at the end of this
year? There were a number of positive indicators, but Maths and English performance
would be critical. Momentum had to be sustained during the year and outcomes
achieved in summer 2017. It was right to be cautious, but also to note the positive
indicators and evidence of progress, while not letting expectations fall.
ITEM 6: GOVERNOR INVOLVEMENT IN TEACHING, LEARNING AND
ASSESSMENT
The proposal for a link governor arrangement was welcomed, having been endorsed
by the Quality and Innovation Committee. Governors asked for time to develop
understanding of their link area and that allocations should not be switched too often.
The chance to undertake unannounced visits was also welcomed. Governors asked:
Question: What training or support would be available? A member of the quality team
could support governors on structured learning walks until they were confident about
what to do. Feedback from such learning walks should be given to the site director –
who would be identified to governors before the walk. This was important to ensure
consistency of approach across the organisation.
The Board agreed the proposed link arrangements.
Action: Make arrangements for Governor Conversation activities to take place before
the end of February 2017.
ITEM 8: MATTERS RESERVED AND SCHEDULE OF DELEGATION
The paper specified the matters over which the Board would retain decision-making
capacity. Broadly, these were decisions which affected the nature of the organisation,
which involved the acquisition or disposal of assets or which created long term
liabilities. A separate but linked authorisation schedule specifying authority limits
applicable to executive roles was in final development.
The Board could at any future point choose to delegate any of the matters in the
Schedule to a committee or to the Principal/Chief Executive, or withdraw delegations
already made. Governors asked:
Question: Did the schedule cover compromise agreements, which were expected to
be reported to the Board? As the schedule covered matters over which the Board
retained decision-making power, this point was not expressly included. To provide
assurance on this, a policy on termination of employment would be added to the list of
policies to be approved and kept under review by the Board.
Subject to rewording the introductory section, and adding the termination policy
referred to above, the Board agreed the schedule of Matters Reserved.
Action: amend the Schedule as requested, recirculate, and make available in the
Governors Sharepoint area.

